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2017/18 Instructional Program Review UPDATE

 

PROGRAM REVIEW DATA AND RESOURCES

File Attachments:

1. MATH_ACP_FHP_2017.pdf  (See appendix)

2. MATH_ACP_Student_Characteristics_2017.pdf  (See appendix)

3. MATHACP_Annual_Student_Outcomes_2017.pdf  (See appendix)

4. POLI_ACP_Annual_Student_Outcomes_2017.pdf  (See appendix)

5. POLI_ACP_FHP_2017.pdf  (See appendix)

6. POLI_ACP_Student_Characteristics_2017.pdf  (See appendix)

 

Participants (REQUIRED)

Lead Writer:  Sharon Hughes

Liaison: Michelle Rodriguez

Department Chair:  Jarred Collins

Manager: Susan Topham

Updates (REQUIRED)

Faculty:
ACP has seen a 75% reduction in its full time political science faculty over the past 7 years, (dropping from 4 to 1 full
time faculty member even as student enrollments and courses have remained constant or expanded.) The Accelerated
College Program (ACP) had a full time tenured Political Science faculty member resign in February of 2017 due to
personal reasons.  This is a tenured position the department had expected to remain filled from at least the net 15
years. This leaves the department with only one full time Political Science faculty member and three full time
Mathematics faculty members.  It should be noted that one of our full time mathematics faculty members currently
serves as chair of our department, and coordinator of the College and Career Access Pathways program, for a
combined 0.6 release time.
 
Mission, Vision and Description:
ACPs mission and vision have been revised and are below.
 
 
Mission
 
The Mission of Mesa College’s Accelerated College Program is to extend the college’s mission to empowers a diverse
student body directly into the community we serve by providing the highest quality college experience and opportunity to
San Diego area high school students, especially those attending school in diverse, impacted and socio-economically
challenged communities. ACP allows these students an early opportunity to reach their educational goals and shape the
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future. ACP is committed to expanding educational access and equity to diverse and impacted communities at the local,
high school level.  We promote student learning and achievement leading to the opportunity for our students to achieve
collegial success beyond their high school experience. We work with our students at a young and critical age of
scholarship to foster, leadership, and responsibility to effect positive change within our community.
 
 
The Accelerated College Program supports the transfer education component of the mission of the San Diego
Community College District, by serving as an outreach program for the diverse population of the San Diego Unified
School District.  We address the needs of the community for students to have access to transfer-level college courses
as rigorous alternatives to high school course options and paths.  Promoting excellence in teaching and learning, the
Accelerated College Program works with our students and partner high schools to foster access and success, cultivate
the characteristics of integrity, responsibility, and critical thinking that establish patterns for lifelong learning and civil
engagement.
 
Vision
The Accelerated College Program seeks to serve as a critical and successful model for effective community outreach
and dual enrollment opportunity for the San Diego Community College District, California Community Colleges and
community college programs across the nation.  The Accelerated College Program will help fulfill the transfer education
mission of community colleges by challenging and forming the minds of motivated high school students seeking the
rigors of transfer-level college curriculum, as they pursue their educational goals.
 
 
Challenges:
The Accelerated College Program (ACP) has faced a number of challenges over the past years:

We had a full-time faculty member resign from our political science faculty, leaving us with only one full-time faculty in
the discipline, down from three two years ago. This leaves our one full time political science faculty member with the
responsibility of CLOs, mentoring adjuncts and all other political science related duties within our department.  As the
political science portion of ACP looks to build a more comprehensive program of study for our students, moving from
purely theoretical courses to more integrated practical courses in civil engagement, the need for full time faculty
members who have the time and resources to explore civic engagement and community building engagement
initiatives is of paramount importance.

As noted in past program reviews, ACP mathematics has anticipated for many years being affected by the introduction
of common core mathematics curriculum in the high schools, and we are seeing this come to fruition.  There is still
some uncertainty as to how students should track to our classes, and varying policies among the different high
schools.  However, we hope after this year, for the confusion to settle as we will know how well students from Advanced
Integrated III can handle our Math 150/151 sequence, as of this writing, they seem to be just fine!

Another large challenge ACP is facing is the new district agreement with San Diego Unified to include our classes on a
students' transcript and in their high school GPA.  Our classes are double weighted on a 5 point scale, so a student
receiving a "B" in one of our classes has a 4.0 factored in to their GPA twice.  For our students, many of whom are used
to getting all "A's" in AP classes, this has a devastating (from the perspective of the student and their parents) effect on
their high school GPA.  As high school GPA is a large consideration for acceptance to college, many students, who
would take our classes if they did not count in their high school GPA, are hesitating to enroll in college courses.  A
student should not be deterred from taking on the challenge and engaging the opportunity of taking a college class
because they are fearful of how it will impact their high school GPA.
 
ACP enrollment has been impacted by the introduction of other dual enrollment programs offered on high school
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campuses in multiple ways.  The push for dual enrollment in SDCCD has lead to a splitting along boundary lines/feeder
schools.  ACP lost multiple high schools where we had a long established program in both math and political science. 
Students are also opting to take college classes through other dual enrollment programs, and students are capped at
taking two college classes on the high school campus.
 
Another challenge that ACP faces is the emerging College and Career Access Pathways Program, in particular the
time and resources it takes away from our chair who has had less time to invest in our program.  An enormous amount
of time is taken by our chair to sort out various details arising with the introduction of courses offered on high school
campuses through both programs.  
 
 
Strengths:

ACP remains one of the college’s and district’s most successful outreach programs allowing students from diverse
backgrounds the opportunity to experience and succeed in college classes, often as the first members of their families
to do so.
 
ACP’s greatest strength continues to lie in fulfilling the transfer mission of community colleges.  Many of our students do
not transfer credits in the typical fashion; instead they transfer credit directly to four-year colleges and universities upon
graduating high school.  As ACP students successfully continue at their college or university of choice, their transferring
of anywhere from 6 to 22 units from our program confirms and validates to those colleges and universities (UCs, CSUs,
and numerous private schools-- Harvard, Princeton, Yale, Columbia, NYU, Cal Tech, Stanford, Carnegie Mellon, Cornell,
MIT and USNA) the quality of Mesa College classes and students.  Our success and retention rates indicate that nearly
all of our students, over 500 a year, graduate high school with transferable college credits.  These college credits have
the distinct advantage of not only clearing pre-requisite material at a college or university, but actually counting for class
and unit credit toward graduation at the college or university.  Thereby giving students a distinct advantage and head
start on their college career versus the more typical Advanced Placement Exam/Class approach where units do not
always count toward graduation credit.  Our program fills an important need for these students and their families as
college costs continue to rise, Advanced Placement courses become harder to transfer and student needs are more
readily met by enrolling directly in college classes.  While most of our students have enrolled directly in a four-year
school upon graduating high school, we are seeing an increase, due to college costs and more competitive
admissions, of ACP students continuing their education at Mesa College.  Students are encouraged and excited to
continue their education at Mesa College because of the caliber of professors in our classes on their high schools
campus.  Steps ahead of other entering freshmen at Mesa, these students continue and ultimately transfer in the more
traditional way.
 
Another of ACPs strengths is the resiliency of our faculty, full-time and adjunct, who even among the challenges above,
continue to provide exemplary teaching for our students, maintain success and retention rates well in to the 90% range,
serve as ambassadors for Mesa College on the high school campuses all while working in a satellite environment and
travelling on a daily basis.  While the work of each of our faculty members builds and enhances the reputation of our
program, it must be said that the strength of the working relationships cultivated with our partner high schools, and San
Diego Unified district personnel, has truly flourished under the dedication and professionalism of our current department
chair, Dr. Jarred Collins.
 
As is often the case, challenges also lead to opportunities for growth and illuminate strengths that would otherwise go
unnoticed.  

ACP math has continued to expand our course offerings and expanded to a new high school.  We now offer Math 121,
122, 141 and 252 and serve Morse High School.  We see a great deal of potential new sequences being offered,
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particularly in regards to math 121/122 at schools where the math 150/151 sequence would likely not be sustainable. 
We are also hopeful that more schools may be able to establish or maintain a two-year program in mathematics with
math 141/150 and math 151/252 sequences being offered in the future.

ACP Political Science has maintained 16 sections of political science offerings, despite losing two of our largest high
schools (Scripps Ranch and Serra) to the splitting up of service areas among the colleges in the San Diego Community
College District.
 
Having a program fully staffed with full time instructional faculty who can dedicate the necessary time and energies to
work with the students at the high school campuses would allow Mesa and the ACP to more effectively serve the needs
of this important student population and more fully replicate the level of faculty support they would  receive were they
taking the courses on the Mesa campus.  Adjunct faculty are typically balancing multiple assignments at multiple
campuses and colleges and can not effectively (nor fairly to them under the terms of their TAO) dedicate the time to
student engagement our full time ACP faculty can.  Given the college’s (and district’s) commitment to increasing dual
enrollment program capacity, staffing ACP with a full complement of full time faculty would both better achieve the
program’s, college’s and district’s outreach mission AND provide the college with a more fully staffed and permanent on
site presence at the High Schools we serve allowing for better liaison with  campus administration and a better
opportunity to promote Mesa dual enrollment options to those schools student populations directly improving
enrollments across the board.
 

 
 
 

Degrees, Curriculum Review, Advisory and Labor Market:
Not applicable to our program.

 Outcomes and Assessment (REQUIRED)

Form: Outcomes and Assessment 2017/18 - Instructional Questions (See appendix)

 IE Data Analysis (REQUIRED)

Form: IE Data Analysis - Program Review 2017/18 - Instructional Questions (See appendix)

Program Goals

Accelerated College Program Goal Set 2014-2015

Goal

Goal Mapping
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Serve as an outreach program that
provides quality instruction with
methodologies that advance
student success.
The Accelerated College Program
will be a valuable component
among the outreach programs of
the San Diego Community College
District and Mesa College. We are
looking to sustain and cultivate
mutually beneficial partnerships
with local high schools that
simultaneously foster access and
success for a diverse population
of students. We seek to maintain
the respected reputation that our
program has established by
continuing to provide exemplary
teaching while incorporating new
technology and learning
methodologies into our classroom
to enhance student learning and
retention.

Accelerated College Programs Outcome
Set: Program Outcome 1: Critical Thinking,
Program Outcome 2: Communication,
Program Outcome 3: Civic Responsibility,
Program Outcome 4: Technology,
CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions
and Goals: Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic
Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.3, Strategic Goal
1.4, Strategic Goal 1.5, Strategic Goal 2.1,
Strategic Goal 2.3, Strategic Goal 3.1,
Strategic Goal 4.1, Strategic Goal 4.2,
Strategic Goal 6.1,
Institutional Learning Outcomes:
Communication:, Critical Thinking:, Global
Awareness:, Personal Actions and Civic
Responsibility:, Self-awareness and
Interpersonal Skills:, Technological
Awareness:

Advance and sustain access to
courses for a diverse population of
students
The Accelerated College Program
is looking to expand awareness of
the program as we endeavor to
respond to and meet the needs of
current and future partner high
schools, specifically as it relates
to the population of high school
students whose needs are not
being met by current high school
course offerings.

Accelerated College Programs Outcome
Set: Program Outcome 1: Critical Thinking,
Program Outcome 2: Communication,
Program Outcome 3: Civic Responsibility,
Program Outcome 4: Technology,
CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions
and Goals: Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic
Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.3, Strategic Goal
1.4, Strategic Goal 1.6, Strategic Goal 2.2,
Strategic Goal 2.3, Strategic Goal 3.1,
Strategic Goal 4.1, Strategic Goal 6.1,
Strategic Goal 6.2,
Institutional Learning Outcomes:
Communication:, Critical Thinking:, Global
Awareness:, Personal Actions and Civic
Responsibility:, Self-awareness and
Interpersonal Skills:, Technological
Awareness:

Objectives and Plans

Actions
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Accelerated College Program Goal Set 2014-2015

Goal

Goal: Serve as an outreach program that provides quality instruction with methodologies that
advance student success.

The Accelerated College Program will be a valuable component among the outreach
programs of the San Diego Community College District and Mesa College. We are
looking to sustain and cultivate mutually beneficial partnerships with local high schools
that simultaneously foster access and success for a diverse population of students. We
seek to maintain the respected reputation that our program has established by
continuing to provide exemplary teaching while incorporating new technology and
learning methodologies into our classroom to enhance student learning and retention.

Action: Dialogue with SDUSD High Schools  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective :

Maintain continued dialogue with high school
counselors and administrators and current
partner high schools and potential partner high
schools to ensure our classes are meeting the
needs of their students.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

The Accelerated College Program department
chair, in consultation with full time and adjunct
faculty, will be responsible for maintaining and
initiating contact with local high schools as we
look to meet the needs of current and future
partner high schools.

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

The needs of our partner high schools will be
assessed on a yearly basis.

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

The Accelerated College Program will assess
our progress towards this goal through
discussion and reflection, both internally as a
department and with our partner high schools,
on the health and success of our program as it
relates to student success and access.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,

None
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Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

Action: Full Time Faculty  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective :

Secure full time faculty positions in
Mathematics and Political Science.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

All ACP faculty members are responsible for
participating in the program review process to
ensure that the unique situation in which our
faculty serve and the needs of the department
are well documented.

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

We would like to secure new faculty positions
within a year.

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

We will know if this is achieved based on the
recommendations made from the Faculty Hiring
Priorities committee.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

None

Action: Funding for Technology  
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Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective :

Secure ongoing funding to frequently update
the portable technology we are reliant upon in
the classroom.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

All ACP faculty members will be responsible for
articulating the needs they have for equipment
and participating in the program review process
to secure funding through BARC requests. With
final oversight and decision resting with the
department chair.

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

On a yearly basis we will assess any urgent
equipment needs. On a 3-5 year basis we will
look to replace each faculty member’s laptop
computer so that the newest technology is
available for instruction.

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

Through continued dialogue with our colleagues
we will determine if the equipment needs of
our faculty are being met. The effective use of
technology in the classroom is evaluated
through student evaluations and faculty
observations and collaboration.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

We are not in need of any equipment this year.

Goal: Advance and sustain access to courses for a diverse population of students
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The Accelerated College Program is looking to expand awareness of the program as we
endeavor to respond to and meet the needs of current and future partner high schools,
specifically as it relates to the population of high school students whose needs are not
being met by current high school course offerings.

Action: Dialogue with SDUSD High Schools  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective :

Maintain continued dialogue with high school
counselors and administrators and current
partner high schools and potential partner high
schools to ensure our classes are meeting the
needs of their students.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

The Accelerated College Program department
chair, in consultation with full time and adjunct
faculty, will be responsible for maintaining and
initiating contact with local high schools as we
look to meet the needs of current and future
partner high schools.

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

The needs of our partner high schools will be
assessed on a yearly basis.

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

The Accelerated College Program will assess
our progress towards this goal through
discussion and reflection, both internally as a
department and with our partner high schools,
on the health and success of our program as it
relates to student success and access.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

None
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Action: Full Time Faculty  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective :

Secure full time faculty positions in
Mathematics and Political Science.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

All ACP faculty members are responsible for
participating in the program review process to
ensure that the unique situation in which our
faculty serve and the needs of the department
are well documented.

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

We would like to secure new faculty positions
within a year.

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

We will know if this is achieved based on the
recommendations made from the Faculty Hiring
Priorities committee.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

None

Goals Status Report (REQUIRED)

Action Statuses

Accelerated College Program Goal Set 2014-2015

Goal
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Goal: Serve as an outreach program that provides quality instruction with methodologies that
advance student success.

The Accelerated College Program will be a valuable component among the outreach
programs of the San Diego Community College District and Mesa College. We are
looking to sustain and cultivate mutually beneficial partnerships with local high schools
that simultaneously foster access and success for a diverse population of students. We
seek to maintain the respected reputation that our program has established by
continuing to provide exemplary teaching while incorporating new technology and
learning methodologies into our classroom to enhance student learning and retention.

Action: Dialogue with SDUSD High Schools  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective :

Maintain continued dialogue with high school
counselors and administrators and current
partner high schools and potential partner high
schools to ensure our classes are meeting the
needs of their students.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

The Accelerated College Program department
chair, in consultation with full time and adjunct
faculty, will be responsible for maintaining and
initiating contact with local high schools as we
look to meet the needs of current and future
partner high schools.

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

The needs of our partner high schools will be
assessed on a yearly basis.

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

The Accelerated College Program will assess
our progress towards this goal through
discussion and reflection, both internally as a
department and with our partner high schools,
on the health and success of our program as it
relates to student success and access.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,

None
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Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

Status for Dialogue with SDUSD High Schools  

Current Status: In Progress

If the Current Status
was marked
Completed, what was
the impact of the
completed objective on
your program:

If the Current Status
was not marked
Completed, what are
the implications and
next steps:

This is an ongoing goal. Please see discussions in
"Updates" and "IE Data Analysis" about
communication between our two districts and the
demands on our department chair's time.

Action: Full Time Faculty  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective :

Secure full time faculty positions in
Mathematics and Political Science.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

All ACP faculty members are responsible for
participating in the program review process to
ensure that the unique situation in which our
faculty serve and the needs of the department
are well documented.

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

We would like to secure new faculty positions
within a year.

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the

We will know if this is achieved based on the
recommendations made from the Faculty Hiring
Priorities committee.
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objective was achieved
and effective:

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

None

Status for Full Time Faculty  

Current Status: In Progress

If the Current Status
was marked
Completed, what was
the impact of the
completed objective on
your program:

If the Current Status
was not marked
Completed, what are
the implications and
next steps:

We will continue to apply for new Faculty to help our
program fulfill its mission.

Action: Funding for Technology  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective :

Secure ongoing funding to frequently update
the portable technology we are reliant upon in
the classroom.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this

All ACP faculty members will be responsible for
articulating the needs they have for equipment
and participating in the program review process
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objective: to secure funding through BARC requests. With
final oversight and decision resting with the
department chair.

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

On a yearly basis we will assess any urgent
equipment needs. On a 3-5 year basis we will
look to replace each faculty member’s laptop
computer so that the newest technology is
available for instruction.

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

Through continued dialogue with our colleagues
we will determine if the equipment needs of
our faculty are being met. The effective use of
technology in the classroom is evaluated
through student evaluations and faculty
observations and collaboration.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

We are not in need of any equipment this year.

Status for Funding for Technology  

Current Status: Not started

If the Current Status
was marked
Completed, what was
the impact of the
completed objective on
your program:

If the Current Status
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was not marked
Completed, what are
the implications and
next steps:

At this time our faculty are not in need of any
funding for technology.

Goal: Advance and sustain access to courses for a diverse population of students

The Accelerated College Program is looking to expand awareness of the program as we
endeavor to respond to and meet the needs of current and future partner high schools,
specifically as it relates to the population of high school students whose needs are not
being met by current high school course offerings.

Action: Dialogue with SDUSD High Schools  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective :

Maintain continued dialogue with high school
counselors and administrators and current
partner high schools and potential partner high
schools to ensure our classes are meeting the
needs of their students.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

The Accelerated College Program department
chair, in consultation with full time and adjunct
faculty, will be responsible for maintaining and
initiating contact with local high schools as we
look to meet the needs of current and future
partner high schools.

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

The needs of our partner high schools will be
assessed on a yearly basis.

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

The Accelerated College Program will assess
our progress towards this goal through
discussion and reflection, both internally as a
department and with our partner high schools,
on the health and success of our program as it
relates to student success and access.

List resources needed None
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achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

Status for Dialogue with SDUSD High Schools  

Current Status: In Progress

If the Current Status
was marked
Completed, what was
the impact of the
completed objective on
your program:

If the Current Status
was not marked
Completed, what are
the implications and
next steps:

This is an ongoing goal. Please see discussions in
"Updates" and "IE Data Analysis" about
communication between our two districts and the
demands on our department chair's time.

Action: Full Time Faculty  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective :

Secure full time faculty positions in
Mathematics and Political Science.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

All ACP faculty members are responsible for
participating in the program review process to
ensure that the unique situation in which our
faculty serve and the needs of the department
are well documented.

Provide a timeline for We would like to secure new faculty positions
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the actions: within a year.

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

We will know if this is achieved based on the
recommendations made from the Faculty Hiring
Priorities committee.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

None

Status for Full Time Faculty  

Current Status: In Progress

If the Current Status
was marked
Completed, what was
the impact of the
completed objective on
your program:

If the Current Status
was not marked
Completed, what are
the implications and
next steps:

We will continue to apply for new Faculty to help our
program fulfill its mission.

 
Closing the loop on prior year resource allocations (REQUIRED)
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ACP did not receive any funding last year.
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Request Forms

BARC & Facilities Requests

Classified Staff Requests

File Attachments:

1. CHP_ACP_11_27.xlsx  (See appendix)

Faculty Position Request 1

Form: Faculty Position Request Form 2017/18 (See appendix)

Faculty Position Request 2

Form: Faculty Position Request Form 2017/18 (See appendix)

Faculty Position Request 3
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